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. THE' CRAFT NEBULA

ANCIENT HISTORY AND RECL"'T DISCOVERIES

I.

The Chinese and Japanese chronicles for the year 1054

of the Christian era registered the sudden , appearance in..,

the constellation of Taurus of a new star --a "guest star" -

of extraordinary brightness., which -gradually faded away until

some two years later ., it was no longer visible.

Centuries. went by, and hardly anyone was aware of this

•	 event when, in 1771, the French astronomer Messier compiled

a. catalogue of .all known comet-like objects (nebulae and

clusters) that appeared to occupy fixed positions in the sky..

The first item on his' list (M1) was a nebula in the constel-

lation of. Taurus, about 4 arc minutes across, whose existence

had been known for" about 40 vears . During- the following

decades this" nebula was obse'roved repeatedly with improved

telescopes. In 1848 the -shape. of 'the object suggesteal to the

British.astronomer Lord Ross the name of Crab Nebula, which.

has been since generally accepted.

The next event of crucial importar_ce for the present

story was the detection at:.a.Baltic observatory, in 1885 1? of

an- exceedingly bright star in the Andromeda •galaxy, that was

the result of.a sudden flare up., In the-subsequent years., a

number of similar stellar outbursts were .observed in external:
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galaxies. ' In some cases the brightness of the . "new" -star

was comparable to. or even greater th,;5.h the total brightness

of the galaxy. before the outburst. By 1920, it had become

generally accepted that these extraordinary outbursts were

not limiting cases of- ordinary novae, but were to be regarded

as an entirely different class of astronomical 'c-,ranta. Since.

the late thirties, these-eventahaVe.been known as supernovae.

The discovery of supernovae in . exte, rnal galaxies stimu-

lated the interest of astronomers in the historical records of. -A

.,events -that might be interpreted as supernovae outbursts within

our own galaxy, and prompted-.them to search for celestial

objects that might be regarded as remnants''of'these outbursts.

In the early twenties astronomers noticed the coin,cidence

between the posi tion--ion of the Crab N ebula and the pos i tion of

the "guest star"of 1054, as-could be deduced from the descrip-

tions contained in the oriental chronicles. They. alsb discovered

that the angular dimensions o f the Crab Nebuld'were gradually

inoreasing. , Under the• assumption' that the- .nebula had originated

D	 undergone uniform expafrom a. point like ob'ect and had'	 nsion.

since its. birth... it was possible to compute . its age, Which turned

out to be close.-to the time elaps,!E!d since the.appearance of the

guest'. star. On the basis 'o f these.results Hubble, in 1928,

suggested , that this 'event had been a supernova outburst,, and

that the Crab Nebula was, its 'remnant.,

" 77^
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In the following years the very powerful optical.,tele-

scopes which"by them had become available were applied to.a

systematic study of the Crab. It was found that this object

consisted of an "amorphous mass y', in which long and thin

"filaments";were embedded. -The light from the "amorphous

mass" (which accounted for over 90 percent of the whole optical

emission from the Cra: 1b) had a continuous featureless spectrum.

'	 In; the. light from the filaments, . on the other hand, the lines,

of 'the known elements (especially the Ha line of_hydrogen)

appeared prominently. ( see Fig. : 1) .

The spectral lines of individual filaments were observed

to exhibit Doppler shifts, which were interpreted as due to

the expansion of the nebula. From this effect,, the radial

component of the velocity of expansion was found to •be , a little

over 1000 km/sec. This result together, ,with the observed rate

of increase' of the. angular radius (x,.21.. arc seconds per year]

provided an estimate of 5000. light years for the distance of

the Crab Nebula, under the assumption.- , that the velocities of

expansion along the . line of'` sight. and perpendicularly to it

were identical. (However, it is now believed that the''expan

JSion may not be exactly isotropic, and consequently, that the

above estimate of the distance may be in error by some 2Q

percent, probably on the low side.)

~In the meantime theoretical -ideas pertinent to the: super--

nova phenomenon .began to emerge.. Already in 1939 Oppenheimer-

and his collaborators addressed themselves to the .problem of

rtLv'.

P
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what -happens when the nuclear fuel in the central 'pant of a

star is nearly exhausted, 'so that the pressure of the radi

.ation generated by the nuclear) reactions can no longer balance

the forces of gravitational attraction. They.found that,

depending on its mass, the s tar . will , col lapse either into

a "white dwarf", or into	 a lump of nuclear

matter, i.e.,  a "neutron star'.' t According to present views,

prior to the final collapse,:`par.t of the stellar mass is blown

out ' .into space, perhaps .beca^u e * ' of the sudden ignition off° the

remaining nuclear fuel. Th;is^ outburst manifests itself as a

supernova, and the ejected matter ,',corms the cloud later ,'found

at the location of the outburst.

By then, astronomers §'had discovered two faint -stars near

the center or the Crab Nebu-1a, and 'had suggested that. e^	 ^g	 ither

of them might be the residual condensed, object of the supernova

explosion of 1054. However, while one of these stars had kn.

entirely "rYormal" spect,'rum, the , other (known to the astronomers

as the "south -preceding 's tar) was found'.to. h,,ave a , featureless

spectrum,, quite different from the spectra of ordinary stars.

Furthermore, for some 'time astronomers had ' been- observing..

certain peculiar "ripples", which traveled through the cloud

at enormoixs speed. (about . 1/10 . the speed of light) .' Car y ful
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object rather than the • other member of the doublet should be

identified as the supernova remnant.

Astronomical research• in*, the., years? following the end of

h the second world war was dominated by , .the., almost explosive

development of radio astronomy. One of the first .discrete

radio sources to be identified with an .optica •l. object was the

Crab Nebu;.,,a : (Bolton et al., :1949) .

The discovery of the. radio emission-of the Crab brought

to a sharper focus the problem .of theorigin of the radiation

.

	

	 from this ob ject which had puzzled astronomers for several
years. indeed, while it`.had been found very difficult to

explain •1'"he shape snd the intensity of trie optical . continuum

in terms • of , thermal processes . (the only celestial • radiation

processes , well understood at the time) , in no way could...pro

cesses of this kind account'for the strong radio signals

The, solution of t.''d , problem came in the -early f if tie.8

when Shklovsky , suggested • that both , the radio,: emission and •the
r

.optical continuum were . due to the same, non- thermal process ,	 I

a proces's.^o be identified w^.th: the sowcalled synchrotron

effect; .1 :e.. , the ^ emission.- of electromagnetic radiation- by

highly relativistic electrons traveling in a magnetic ,field.
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(Shklovsky, 1953). .Unlike thermal radiation, synchrotron.

.radiation is iinearly polarised:* Although it was difficult`
to predict whether o'r not a polarization might actually be'

observable (since in the case of a source of finite 'dimensions

the net effect depends on the degree. of randomness 'of the

magnetic field), Shklovsky's suggestion, prompted astronomers

tc search for ` a polarization of thb optical continuum of the,

Crab. The positive results of these observations, and the•

detection, some time • lat::! r, of a similar polarization in the

radio band of the spectrum, have been generally accepted`' as a

crucial test of the'synchrotron'hypothesis. Today, of course,

the synchrotron process is known, to play a major role 'in many

astrophysical phenomena. But , it is. worth noting' that it was

in, the Crab Nebula hat the occurrence ' o.f t'i s process on a

cosmic scale was. first established.

Synchrotron emission extending into the optical band

implies that, the .Crab Nebula is .permeated by a magnetic" field

(of an estimated strength between 10 -4  and •10 3 gauss . ) and rj

contains electrons"with energies extending up to at least

i012 . eV,. Various, suggestionsabout the origin of these electrons

were put forward (although none was worked out quantitatively

into a theory.) ,. High energy electrofts might.have,been left" *over.

from the' original explosion; or they might be elected conti-n-

uously from the central. star.;, or they might be accelerated while

moving, through the cloud-b' some , *sort of Fermi-type, process

;;
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Whatever mechanism was responsible for the acceleration of

electrons, it was thought that the same mechanism would also

accelerate protons .and heavier nuclei. While the electrons

lost their energy (or most of it) within the cloud by synchr.'o-

tron emission,- protons and heavier nuclei (for which ''synchrotron

losses are negligi.ble') would escape into interstellar space

without a'ppreciable'energy loss, and would thus contribute to

the galactic cosmic- ,*ray flux. In fact, it was argued that all

galactic cosmic ra.7s may originate from supernbvae, being pro-

j duced primarily at the time of the , initial outburst.

In 1962, the discovery of , surprisi.ngly strong celestial

sources-of  X--ra	 - including both locali.i, e&d. sources and aX-rays,	 ^.	 g	 ^	 a	 .

diffuse 'background . (Giacconi et. al., 196,2) ,- opened .up the new

field of X-ray astronomy. X-rays, 
of, 

cour.se ^, can -only be

observed at very high altitudes, because of their strong , absorp-

tion . in the atmosphere. Most of the results available to this

date have been obtained by means of _rockets, although balloons`

have, made , important contributions to the_ study of , the "hard'

dcomponent of the X-.-.ray f lux.. The second X-ray rocket, flown in

1	 actober 1962 . (Du sky et al' .  19 6 s) - alre ad gave some tentati I,^e

n X	 he eAer. 1 - directi n :of theindication of al	 r	 source in t	 ^. a	 cX	 g:

c- Crab Nebula. The followng.spzing a rocket equipped with :a

^^
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detector cif improved angular resolution established the

existence of an X-ray source within a few degrees of the

Crab (Bowyer et, al. , 1964a) 	 The -crucial proof, that lthis

source wait indeed . coincident with the Crab came in the Summer

of 1964 when a ro cket flown .during an eclipse . of. .the Cr ab' by

the Moon showed. the simultaneous disa .opearance of the X-ray

and of the optical f'Lux (Bowyer et al. , 1964b) . . The iden.ti-.
j

ficjati cn was confirmed in 1967 by means ' of a collimator-of

very fine- angular resolut?.on, which measured both angular

coordinates 01 the X-ray source with a precision of about .20"

(Oda et al., 1967).,

The results of the . 1964 and . 19 6 7, observation^is are sum-

mar•ized in Fig. 2	 They agree i.n snowing that, within the

observational uncertainties, ° the center of ^ the X --ray source

is coincident with the center of the visible nebula. More-

over both experiments indicate that the X-ray source is not

Point-like, but has an angular diameter of about 100" (1.e

of the same order as that of the 'visible nebula', although,

perl.(aps somewhat 'smaller)

Since its discovery r ' the X-ray source in * the Crab h'^^s

been the object of many observations.. In reporting the

results of these observati.ons,.it mayt^be instructive to com-^

are them with those concerning another strong X-ray source,

Sco X-71, which' has also been extensively- inves-tigatedl. Unlike

the Crab, Sc'o X-1 had not been recognized by-the. astronomers

as a peculi&r celestial , ob jec;.t before its discovery .as an X- ray	 j

xx	 ,,

s	 .. Mm



emitter. Subsequently it was, identified with a faint star of

unusual spectra. characteristics (Sandage et al., 1966). Again

unlike the Crab, Sco . X-1 appears point-hike (to the limit of

the resolution achieved so far) both in t:h i' optical ' and. in the	 jY

X-ray band

The X-ray emission from the Crab, as well as its light

emission, were found to be nearly constant in time . , at least,

when averaged over periods • of seconds (Sco X-1, . . -)n• the contrary,

was . found to be highly. variable both . . in -the ,/	 ;Y. and in the

optical bands).

In the X-ray band', the spectral function• of the Crab	 J
{

(.energy flux 'per, unit interval of photon energy) was .found to

follow closely a poorer law with exponent close • to 'unity from
^r.	 by	 l., keV to by =_100 kEV. (.The .X--ray spectrum of Sco X-1

has a' very different- shape, being , represented approximately

by an exponential functions similar I to -that expected ; from . a

thermal, • optically thin -source at about 5 x 10 7 K. This•

.,implies"-that the, spectrum of Sco X-1 _s much "softer" than th^^t.

of the Crab; indeed, while- , Sco, X-1 ' 'is • about ' 10 times brighter

than. the , Crab at photon energies , of.. the order of 5 keV, the

Crab becomes brighter than Sco X--1 at photonenergies ' above.

about 30.keV.)

A log log plot of' measurements in the radio, viss.ble,

ultraviolet and X-ray bands suggests, that the whole electro-
magnetic spectrum of .the Crab may be described • by a single

smooth function. This has been taken as an • argument in ' favor

i

w-

rye• •	
l 	 '._	 _ 	

_ 	 ,.
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of a common origin , i.e., synchrotron radiation) . for the

entire . spectrum. Although not yet definitely proven; .the .

assumption of a synchrotron origin for X-ray spectrum of

the Crab is accepted by most scientists, to a large extent

because of the difficulty of finding a more likely alter

' native. The only other process that has been considered

.seriou'slv,is therma-1 radiation from a..hot, optically thin

'

	

	 plasma cloud. As already noted, if the cloud,' ,is at a uniform

temperature, this process gives rise to an exponential.s:pec-

trum, i.e., a spectrum more similar to that of Sco X-1 than

to that of the Crab. Of course, if the plasma temperature

varies from point to point, as it may well do in the Crab

'Nebula, the ' X--ray spectrum will be a -sum of exponentials which.

mig ^t conceivably simulate a,: power - law over a limited range

of photon energies. However, beyond-a photon energy corre-

sponding to the temperature of the hottest region, the spectrum:

should drop sharply.: Therefore the possibility of

a thermal radiation process became increasingly remote "as

spectral measurements were extended to higher and higher

energies and failed to detect any cut-off.

With the magnetic fields that supposedly exist in the

Crab, synchrotron emission in the .X- ray band. requires electron

energies of the . order of 1.0 14 ev. It is worth noting that for

these very energetic electrons the, synchrotron process is
A

`	 exceedingly effective. Consequp.ntly the e3 ect:rons lose energy

at a very fast* rate, which appears to rule out the possibility

,Lm- ,...



that they might have originated from the initial explosion.

At this point it-may be useful to quote some figures.

The X--ray .flux from the Crab Nebula, in the spectral band

from b y	1 keV to by ='100 keV, amounts to about 7 x 10

e.rg/cm2 sec at the earth. Taking the distance of the Crab as

5000 l.y., its X-ray emission turns out to be about 2 x 1037

erg/sec, i.e., about.5000'times the total emission of the Sun

in all.wavelengths. The emission in-the optical band is about

1/4 and the emission in the radio band (a > 3 cm) ins ,about .

1/1000 of the X-ray emission. (For Sco X-1, the corresponding

figures are about 1/1000 and about 2 .x 10-8.)

iv.

We now come to the very recent developments of a.stro-

noniical research, and here again we find that the .Crab Nebula

occupies a central position in-the new discoveries.

Early in.1968, Newish and his co-workers -announced the

discovery of pulsating radio sources,'or pulsars (Newish

et al.; 1968). At,the end of that year, some 25 pulsars were

known, with periods ranging from about 2 sec. to about 1/30 of

a second. Of these, only-two had been identified with pre-

viously known celestial objects, both-of them.supernova remnants.

One of them was Vela X (Large et al., 1968) , the other was the 	
I

Crab Nebula (S tae.lin et al.,. 1968). The pulsar in Vela X had
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a period of about 89 ms, that in the_Crab (known also as

NP 0532) had a period of about 33 ins, the shortest among all

known pulsars.

The periods of the "slow" pulsars were found to be

remarkably constant ( for some of them - it was established that

the rate of change was less than one part . in 10 8 per year).

The periods of the "fast" ,pulsars in Vela X and the Crab, on

the other hand, were found . -to increase very slowly. For the

Crab, the rate of increase . amounts to one part in 2400 per

year.

In January 1969 another important discovery took place,

with the detection, in the Crab Nebula, of the first and thus

far the only optical pulsar. (Cooke et al.., 1969). The period

of the opti.,cal pulsations was foun to be exactly identicald

to that of the radio pulsations,whch proved beyond any

reasonable doubt that the radio and the optical pulsars were

the..same object (although, of course, the radia .ions. belonging

to the two spectral bands may come from different regions of

this object). Precise-determinati.ons of its position showed

that the pulsating'star,is the south , preceding member of the

doublet found near the center of the. Crab (tynds et al., 1969) ,

and thus confirmed unequivocally the`previous'tentative

* In the case of Vela X,-the gradual 'increase of the period
was interrupted, between February , 4 and March 3, - 1969 , by a

sudden decrease of-two parts in one million (Radhakr.ishnan

et al. , 1969; Re y ch1ey et al. .1969) .
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identification of . this star as the condensed residuf.a of the

supernova explosion. A further dramatic verificaticn of this

result came from . a series of photographs taken through the

slots of . a rotating disk, which showed that the brightness

of the south , precedir%gx star changed periodically between ,a

maximum and : practically total extinction when the time between

successive " open" intervals was nearly equal to the period of

the. pulsations (see Fig, 3) .

Quite naturally, the discovery'of the optical pulsar' in

the Crab suggested a search for a pulsating component in the

X-ray emission of the same object. During the month of April

1969, two rockets provided with detectors sensitive to "sof.t

X-rays (photon energies of several keV) were launched for this

purpose, the first by the NRL group (Prit Z et •al. 1969)', the

second by the MIT group ( -Bradt et al., 1969 ;0. Both experiments

did, in fact, detect the expected pulsations'^with a period

exactly equal to that of the radio and -of thy;' optical pul '.-

tions (33.099522 ms, at the time of the MIT flight)

Finally, a recent analysis of balloon data obtained in

1967 revealed that -also the ' " harm" . X- ray flux of the Crab

(photon energies greater than - about 35 keV) contains a
pulsating component (Fishman et al., 1969) 	 A balloon flight

carried out in May 1969 confirmed this result and provided:

quantitative 'information on.the size and shape of the pulses

(Floyd et al.,' 1969) . ,.	 I

.a
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Examples of the pulse shapes'observed in different

spectral bands appear in Figs. 4 through 7. Shown in each

case is the time dependence of the radiation flux during one

period, averaged over a . large number of periods.

.-One sees that, at all wavelengths, each pulse ,contains

two peaks, separated by a time interval slightly less than

one-half period.. In the ` optical and' in the X--ray bands, the
I	 ,

shape of the pulses appears to be quite constant. In the

radio band, however., the pulse shap r̀ , -varies greatly from

pulse to pulse, any: -;ven averaging over ,thousands of pulses

does not result in a stable pattern. It-has ,been pointed out

that this instability may be due,-. at least % .n part, to refrac

tion of radio waves, possibly in the ionized gases within the

r

	

	nebula itself (Sheuer, 1968; Slee et al,, 1768): Thisinter--
pretation is consistent with the observed stability of the

optical and of the X--ray pulses because refraction effects

decrease rapidly with decreasing wavelengths.

There is evidence that at all wavelengths the radiation

level between the fir5c: and the second peak is,somewhat higher,

than the radiation level after the second peak.,We shall
take the view that this lowest level,of radiation -represents

the steady emission of the nebula. In other:words we shall

assume that the . emission of the pulsar . actually drops . to , zero

during each period. (Stroboscopic pictures-such-as those

shown in Fig. 3 tend to'support this assumption, but do not

`e	_
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prove that it "is rigorously correct.) By taking , the lowest

radiation level as the zero line, we can then separate the

pulsating component of the radiation originating from the

pulsar,'from the steady component originating from the nebula.

Observations show that the ratio between the power in.

the pulsating mode and the power in the steady mode varies by

a very large factor over the spectrum.. In the , radio and in

the optical bands this ratio amounts to only several parts in,

one thousand. In the "soft" X-ray band it reaches the value

of about 9 percent and in the "hard" X-ray band it seems to

be higher still. From these results -and from the spectral

data on the total emission of the Crab reported previously.

it follows that all but a minute fraction (perhaps' less :th:,;n

one per cent of 'the radiation . .from the pulsar -is in the '_`.orm^

of X-rays. This object, then, may be properly described as

an X-ray pulsar..

The pulses observed in the -., Optical and the X-ray. bands,

while very different in their size relative to the steady

component, have strikirRgly similar shapes. In both spectral

bands, one of the .two peaks observed during-each period has

a width of about-1.5 ms, and the other has a width of about..

3..5 ms,* Within the experimental errors the separation.of

Howeverr, one should note that the observed width of.the

narrow -ray :peak is not much greater , than the time resolution

of the instrument.

T
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the two peaks is the same (about 13.5 ms). In the experiment

by'Bradt and his . co-workers (see Fig. 6) recording 'of time

signals from the WWV radio station during the rocket flight

made it possible to correlate the X -ray Qbservations with.

optical observations carried out, within a few hours of the.

flight, at . the ''McDonald Observatory .and at the Pzlcimar Observa-

tory. It was , thus shown that the narrow peaks :n the X-ray

and in , the optical bands are simultaneous'within.1.ms.

The great variability of the radio pulses denies the
Y

possibility of a detailed comparison of thej_r shape with that

of the , optical and radio -pulses:, Furthermore, the wavelength

-dependent delay of,the radio pulses,due to dispersion in the

interstellar medium makes it difficult to-establish an exact

time correlation between the radio peaks and the.optical peaks.'

All one can say on the basis of published • rep.or.ts is that the

peaks in the radio and optical bands are simultaneous,' with.

an uncertainty of about 6 ms; due almost entirely to the inter

stellar dispersion (Conklin .et al,,, 196*9)

V.

A reliable theoretical;i,nterpretation of the observa-

tional data that have been described above is still lacking

From these data, hoWeve.r, there begins to emerge a model..,
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which, although tentative and , incomplete, may be worth

discussing.

When pulsars Were first discovered, two different kinds

of models were suggested to account for their equally-spaced

signals; i.e., (a) vibrational.models and (b), rotational

models. 7he . vibrating or rotating star was thought to be

either (a) ,a white dwarf , or '(b) a •neutron star. While it was

difficult to^discriminate between these various possibilities

as long as only pulsars with .periods of the . 'order of .a second

were known,,the.discovery,of pulsars with periods of less

than 0.1 sec , ., ,practically eliminated all choices bat one..

Since the free oscillations of ,white. dwarfs', have periods

considerably' longer 'than O', l , sec; since white dwarfs cannot

`	 rotate at .10 revolutions -per second or more without being

disrupted;.since ^the`froe oscillations of .a. neutron star are

believed to be rapidly damped through the production of gravi

tational waves ., it became practically certain that pulsars

(or at- least the "fast" pulsars . such . as 'that in- the Crab Nebula) ,

we re rotating neutron star's ..

We can estimate the kinetic energy' of rotation, E, of the

pulsar in the Crab by assuming that its mass. i s of the order

of one solar mass (.N. x 10 33.8) and by taking the conventional

value of 10 kML for its radius. With the observed angular 	 -

velocity, of 27 x.:30	 190 sec 	 obtain

E z ` 1. 4 x 10 48 erg

OM
.
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From this ' figure and. from the observed rate of , increase of

the period it follows that the pulsar loses rotational energy

at the rate

e dt	 3.7 x10 38 erg , sec-1

From the data reported previously we may estimate 'the total

energy of the electromagnetic radiation of all frequencies
37emitted by the Crab Nebula to be several times'10, erg sec-l:

It seems likely that an amount of energy, perhaps of the same

order of magnitude, may be spent by the Crab Nebula.in the

production of cosmic rays. Thus, within the large uncertainties

of the present estimates,  dE/dt appears,to be remarkably

close to 4h  total energy . output of the Crab Nebula, which

naturally suggests that this'energy is supplied'the gradual

slowing down of . the rotating neutron star at the 'center of the

Crab (Gold, 1969; Finzi et .al.., 196')	 An additional justifi-

cation for accepting —this suggestion as a working hypothesis
in the formulation of our model may be found in the ..fact that

previously it had been necessary 'to resort, to• ad 'hoc. assumptions

in order to account for the energy storage in the Crab Nebula..

It appeats natural to interpret the pulsating signals,
received from a rotating ob ject ' a,s due to a light-house , effect	 i

(Goad,, 1968)	 As. another working hypothesis, we -shall therefore

-ass. ►, th'-at the . electromagnetic radiation from a.' neutron star is

confined to one or more narrow, beams;. which sweep .past the
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observer as they corotate with the star. In the case of the

Crab, there would be , two,such beams. The narrow principal,

peak requires . a beam whose angular width in the direction.

perpendicular to axis of rotation is at most 2fr/20 (less if

the axis of rotation is not .perpendicul)ar. to. the line of

sight). If , this beam were in the shape of a circular cone,

the a rp iori probability of its being detected,by an pbserver

on the earth'would be . 5 percent or less	 Thus it appears

.reasonable to assume. that the beam responsible for the principal

narrow peak, and, by inference, also the beam responsible for

the secondary wider peak, are fan-shaped. In the simplest model,

the median planes of the two "fans" are ' •nearly, but not quite,.
. _	

it
at 180 0 to one another, and intersect along the axis of rotation

of the pulsar. However,, other geometries are compatible with

the observations.

The emission of the radiation , i.nto discrete beams implies	 I

an azimuthal anisotropy in the structure of the pulsar with
I

respect to its spin e ,-is. The stability of the beams as observed

in the visible and X-ray bands. is more easily understandable if

the anisotropy is.due to. a magnetization of the pulsar rather

than ' to "hot spots" or other-,peculiari ties in a plasma atmo,s- 	
1

phere of the . .pu.lsar', as' had been suggested when only radio 	 I

observations were available (Gold.,, 1968) . It^[ should 'be noted

that;the collapse of a star with a moderate magnetic field will,.

'indeed, result in a neutron star with . exceedingly large magne
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flux is conserved: (For a star "similar to the Sun, one

hundred percent flux conservation would give rise to fields',

of the order of 10 9 gauss at the su:c,face of the neutron 'star;

field strengths up t-o 10 13 gauss have been mentioned as;,i,a

possibility . )	 it thus appears reasonable to further <, specify

our model by assuming• that the neutron star . is strongly mag--

`	 netize,d, and that the magnetization is not axially, symmetric

With reaped,; f_ to the spin axis.

We now come to the problem' of the procesPes responsible

for:,. the steady component of, tie	 di'ation (or- iginati.ng from 'the

nebula) and of the pulsating comb, n.erit (origirk.a.ting from the

neutron star) ' With regard ti. the former ` as already noted,. we

know for sure that the cont:inuo•us spectrume,tending from the

radiQ waves to the ultraviolet is dae to a synchrotron e- febt,

and we have good reasons to believe 4-hat the same effect is- also

respons"ible for • the X-ray emission; which means that the ebula

contains electron's with -energies up to at , least :10 1 4 ev.

According to'our model, these electrons derive • their energy

from the kinetic energy,of rotation of'the neutron star. We

may think of a dire°ct,: process , whereby 'the electrons. are. ` dcel-

erated , by the strong time-varying electromagnetic, . field.-that
e	 I

exists"in immediate neighborhood of the star, , and ' are then''

injected into the surrounding magnetized`' plasma cloud. Alter-

nately, we may think o f n iridirect acceleration mechanism; I

e. we, may assume that' the rotating neut r on star ,loses energy

y^	 gyp{	 ._..•...,., 	 ..,...	 y ....,
ti
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to the cloud giving rise to disturbances (in the form of...

waves or shock.-,), which then, through a Fe:-mi-type stochastic

interaction with the electrons in the cloud, supply the energy

radiated via the synchrotron process.

p An analysis of the stochastic acceleration process (for

example on the basis of a model based on the interaction

between Alfven waves and.individual electrons; see Manley et al_.,,

1969) shows that.the high 'efficiency needed to maintain the

required electron'.spectrum can be Achieved only under rather ex
•

true circumstances'. On the other hand, no-5 quantitative treat-

me.nt of the direct acceleration process . has yet been developed.,
that

_Ln this connection one should keep in mind/the electrons will

lose energy by.'synchrotron radiation even as they are accel-

er:,Ited; and that the synchrotron losses are proportional to the

square . of the magnetic field and to the square of the energy.

Therefore it is .'not easy to figure out how electrons can emerge

from the region of strong- magnetic field surrounding the neutron

star with the enormous energy they need to radiate X-ray photons-

in: the weak field of the nebula.

Let,_us consider next the..pulsating component of the rad

atione One may think of. .a variety of processes capable of	 i

generating pulsations in the ling°wavelength band of the spectrum,
1

The fundamental problem; however, is to explain the emission in.

the . X-ray band ,which, by itself, accounts for at least 99 pence. t

of t:he . .pulsatrng power, as already noted ,. In this portion. of

low

•

.s P.	 "
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the spectrum, it appears that the only effective emission

process'is the interaction of electrons with the magnetic

field. This process presupposes the existence around the

neutron star - of electrons with a suitable energy distribution.

In the frame of reference corotating with the star, the spatial

distribution_ of the electrons must be remarkably stable; i.e.,

'	 the electron cloud must corotate rigidly with the star.

Furthermore the distribution of the electrons in-velocity space,

and the pattern of magnetic field lines; must be su :h as to

account for the assumed fan-shaped beams of the r.;,idiation.

Of course, rigidlcorotation can only occur ul to a maximum

distance of the spin axis where the . rotational vela^ity becomes.

equal to the velocity of light (Gold, 1968).. With. an -angu? ar.

velocity of l90 sec, this distance amounts to 1.6 x 10 8 cm.

Note' that, if the magnetic fie ld resembles that of a. dipole,

and therefore varies as the inverse,cube of the dis 4Ance, its

magpitude at the "light circle" in' the equatorial plane is

about-2.5 x 10 4 times smaller than at the surface of the neutron

star.

 Of course, electrons require a much smaller energy to radi-

ate X-ra)° photons in the strong magnetic field surrounding the

neutron s-tar than "they do in the weak magne tic field of the

cloud. In this connection it..is-important to keep in mind that

the mot- on of electrons in the plane perpendicular to the

r^
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magnetic field is actually quantized (Chiu et al., 196.9).

In the subrelativistic region the energy levels are equi-

distant with a separation	 Gs = hw/2 ,u where w is the cyclotron.

frequency.- With GE measured in e.v. and the magnetic field in

gauss, the following relation holds

AE = 1.16 x 10 -8 B

If Ae is_very small compared with the photon energy, quantum

effects are negligible and the interaction of the electrons

mith-the magnetic field may be described by the classical.

theory of mar-,netic bremsstrahlung. In this case the average

energy of the radiated photons ' is ,much smaller than-the electron

energy. If, however, At is close to the photon energy then the
i

emission occurs via-,a process similar to an atomic quantum

transition between two bound levels, and the energy of the

emitted photons is equal to or a sizeablo,,.fractioh of the elec-

trop 'energy. Even hard X-ray photons, then, may be produced-by

subrelativistic electrons..

Quantized emission in the X-ray band requires magnetic

fields of the order of 10 	 gauss or more. While these fields

are not ruled out, it appears more likely to the writer that

X--rays are produced in a region of_ lower magnetic field, in

which case relativistic electrons are needed. One must then

assume that electrons are first accelerated tc rela ivistic,

but not necessarily extremely high energies., by the rotating

neutron star.. While in the, vicinity of the star, they partake

m

Y
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of its rotation and generate the pulsating component of the

radiation. They then diffuse into the surrounding cloud,

where, after perhaps gaining further energy, they give rise

to the steady radiation.

VI

To summarize, the model developed here pictures the Crab

Nebula as a thin plasma cloud containing a weak magnetic field,

with.a fast-rotating strongly magnetized neutron star at its

center. The magnetization of the star does not have axial

symmetry with respect to the spin axis, so that the rotation

gives rise to time-varying electromagnetic fields, which, in

some way or . another, are capable of accelerating electrons. For

a while these electrons remain within the corotating magneto-.

sphere of the neutron star, where they give rise tofan-shaped

corotatinq beams of electromagnetic radiation. Subsequently

they diffuse into the surrounding cloud, where perhaps they

acquire further-energy by a Fermi-type stochastic process.

Synchrotron emission.by these electrons in the weak magnetic

field of the cloud gives rise to the steady flux of radiation..
Presumably the kinetic energy of rotation of the neutron

star was initially derived from . the conversion 'of some fraction.

of the gravitational energy released during.the stellar collapse

following the supernova.explosion. From the time of its birth,.

the Crab Nebula has drawn from the rotating neutron star the
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energy needed to produce the various kinds of rays which it

has been pouring out into space.

Whether or not.the general fE tures of this model.will

survive future observations-and future thdoretical discussions

is still an open question. Here the model is presented as a

vorking hypothesis, that may be useful i.r^ suggesting further

lines of investigation. From the theoretical point of view,

one of the basic problems' in clearly a quantitative analysis.

of the.possible mechanisms for the acceleration of the, electrons

.From the observational point of view,it would be desirable to

examine the polarization of . the X-ray-emission in order to test,

the assumption that it originates from a synchrotron process.

Furthermore it'would be very illuminating to extend the obser-

vations of the steady and of the .pulsating components of the

electromagnetic spectrum to considerably higher photon energies.

Finally we may hope that high-resolution X-ray pictures of. the

.Crab, possibly taken at different wavelengths will furnish

important information.on the mechanism responsible for -Che

acceleration of electrons and .help discover the region of space

where this acceleration occurs.

I1d M
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.	 1 (a)	 Picture of the Crab Nebula in "white light".
(taken through a polaroid filter), showing the
diffuse luminosity..

(b) Picture of the Crab Nebula in Ha (taken through'
an interference filter), showing.the 'filamentary

structure (Mt. Wilson and Palomar..Observatories).

Fig.l Observational results on . the location and size of
the X-ray source in the Crab Nebula, superimposed on
a . photograph of the'nebula in ordinary light (from

Oda et al.,	 1967) . .	 The data were obtained by- Bowyer	 i

et al.	 (1964b) who , observed.the occultation of the
Crab by the moon, and by Oda et -al.	 (1967), using

a modulation. collimator. 	 The arc marked "NRL 1964"
shows the position of the moon's limb at the time'
when'it crossed the center of . the . %-ray source, as

given by.Bowyer et al.	 The arc marked "NRL. (Manley

1965)" shows-the same data, corrected for the motion

of the rocket during the experiment.	 The intersec-
tion of 'the "preroll" and "postroll` lines Is the
most likely position of the center_ of the source,

as. determined by Oda et al.; 	 the ob"i ervat oval errors.

of this determination are also indi6ated.	 The dotted

circle represents the approximated dimensions of the

X-r.ay source.

Fig.	 3 S•troboscopic'pidtures of the stars near the.center of
the Crab. Nebula taken by J. 	 S. Miller and E, J. * Wamp,ler
at the Lick Observatory.	 The pulsar appears as the

- 28
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brightest object in the picture at the top; it

is nearly invisible in the picture at,the bottom,

. The change in the apparent brightness is due to

the gradual, phase change of the light pulses' rela-

tive to the "open periods"' of the• stroboscopic disc

(Lick ,Observatory photograph; , see Miller et al.', 1969)

Fig.  4	 .Average pulse shapes of the. pulsar in the Crab

Nebula, as. observed on three different , days and

at three different radio frequencies with the 1000 -
4. .

foot antenna at the Arecibo Ionospheric observatory;

(a) Nov. 14, 1968 19 6 .. MHz; 18,000 pulses. 	 (b)

Nov. 26, 1968; . 198 MHz; 21,153 pulses. 	 (c) Dec. 2,1.'e

1968; 430.0 PZHz; 53 '427 pulses. (From Comella et al,

1969) .

Fig. 5	 Light curves for the Crab pulsar in white light.

Curve (a) sum of 100,000 periods (b):a sum - of 30f.000

periods, taken 3 1/2 hours eairlier. The abscissa

is channel , number, each channel ),eing of 100 micro-

second duration; the left =hand scale. refers.:to curve

(a), and the-right-hand scale to curve (b) . (From

Warner . et al.-, 1969) 

Fig 6	 (a) "Soft" X-ray. data for the Crab pulsar obtained

during 150 sec .of the ' 'rocket flight carried out by

Bradt and his c.o;-workers on April 27, 1969. The

'detector-was sensitive to-photons in the energy range

from,-1.5 to 10 keV. Data were superimposed by ' dividing

each period into 4.0 equal "bin's," and distributing the

counts into these bins. The intensities represented

by the areas under peak's•A and Bare 4.5% and 4.6%,'

respectively, of, the total X = ray intensity from. the

Crab.
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